
AP Studio Art Summer Homework 

Drawing/2D Design/3D Design Portfolios 

 

Part of what you are asked to do is figure out which portfolio you will be working on and making a 

commitment to daily art making and thinking. If you have already submitted a portfolio (like 2D Design, 

then you will be working most likely on a drawing portfolio). ONLY those who have previously addressed 

an interest in a 3D Portfolio and have discussed the hefty responsibility of it will be considered for 3D. 

Through September and October we will work on projects, techniques and skill building. November 

through May you will work on your fifteen works that revolve around your concentration! This means 

you must produce around one project every 1 ½ to 2 weeks, occasionally with other assignments 

sprinkled in. There is a HUGE emphasis on writing with the new portfolio expectations, and 

DOCUMENTATION. Take photos of in progress works, take videos of you using interesting techniques or 

materials. My suggestion is to create an ART INSTAGRAM – follow @miss.willow.art and post ALL of your 

documentation. Videos, photos and finished work. This way you are ALWAYS documenting and we can 

use it in class for feedback. 

 

Each of these assignments will be worth 100 points when we get back to school in September. I will 

not grade any other assignments until summer work is completed. 

 

Assignment #1 

Create a minimum of ONE, AMAZING work of Art. Incredible, mind blowing, all effort given on a topic 

you may consider as your concentration later in the year. Document your process. This piece of art 

should be the culmination of compositional elements – rule of thirds, focal point, elements and 

principles of art – on an interesting or in depth topic. NO “surface” or “superficial” artwork. Ie. 

Landscapes, abstract paintings, drawings from someone else’s artwork, no cartoons, no anime! Pick a 

topic and fully EXPLORE IT! Minimum 12x12. If you know this will be the topic you want to use for your 

concentration, then KEEP GOING! Make as many pieces as you can that involve your topic. And make 

them G O O D! No center compositions, no single layers with no background. Use multiple materials, use 

ALL of your skills and knowledge to your benefit! 

 

Assignment #2  

Create a list of possible concentration topics that YOU are interested in. I have compiled and included 

several lists of ideas. This should be a topic you can make 15 pieces of artwork about! This should be 

something that has depth and will have layers to explore. List your ideas and then order them from your 

most probable topics at the top to maybes at the bottom. WRITE a minimum of a 6 sentence paragraph 

about WHY this may be the topic you choose. YES, you can and may change your concentration during 

the year, but exploring the process of writing about your topic and figuring out what you might be 

interested in will be a world of help. 



 

Assignment #3 

Keep a Visual Journal. Look up visual journals, you should keep a record of as much of your summer as 

possible using as many materials as possible! Use paint, watercolor, sharpies, pencils, pens, collage with 

newspaper magazines, book pages. MAKE LAYERS. MAKE LAYERS. MAKE LAYERS! Drop it in the sand, the 

ocean, run it over with your car, TAKE IT WITH YOU WHEREVER YOU GO! Take photos of your process! 

 

Assignment #4  

Collect a trash bag FULL of a single object. Examples: packing peanuts, fake flowers, bottle caps, cleaned 

but used straws, cleaned but used plastic utensils, greeting cards, cleaned wrappers from candy or 

snacks. THIS IS IMPORTANT. Dedicate yourself to finding and saving an interesting object. Ask your 

family and friends to save that object for you. You are not done until your trash bag is full! 

 

Assignment #5 

Shoot photos! You have all summer to shoot amazing reference photos of friends, family, animals in the 

wild, animals at the zoo, the woods, the beach, cars etc. USE THIS TIME to shoot your reference photos! 

You should not be drawing JUST from your imagination, just like you should not be drawing from other 

people’s photos. Bring 100 images YOU photographed in to show me. Either have them printed, 

(Walgreens/Walmart etc.), add them to an Art Instagram or bring them in on your COMPUTER when you 

bring in your summer work. 

 

 

I can’t wait to see you in the Fall!  

Get ready for some hard work! 

 

 


